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To all whom it nually concern:
wheel-frames. To the
: the clerailing of Ll
Beit known that I, HIPPOLYTE ROMAN OFF, bit in flang (f the riri or 4 is riveted a
a subject of the Emperor of Russia, and a trigh-shape ean S, le site flanges ot
resident of St. Petersburg, litussia, (my p.st which st'ry is as stiles frt it's werhorizontal 5
5 office address being 22 Fontanka, St. Peters sick r. i!ers {}, if the wheel-fraine. The rail 5
burg,) have invented certain new and useful is fix cd (, ; he girder fly leans (if claps 1?t
Improvements in Single-Rail Electric Over and ), its 1 and tige or will the fiction
head Railways with Suspended Vehicles, of sea. In S greatly increases fic strength and
which the following is a specification.
- safety of ille girder,
O
This invention relates to an improved con The vehicle is suspended from two wheel
struction in electric single-rail overlead rail frames, easily of which ()nsists of a ppe,
ways with suspended vehicles,
frame 12, Figs, 3, 4, and 5, and a lower frame
The invention has for its object to obtain 13. The 'pper fraue 12 is carried by the
in railways of this kind the greatest possile bearings 14, in which he axies 15' of the run 7 o
15 security against, derailment. This is ef ning-wheel 1 ?i and the axles 15 of the initor
fected by the peculiar construction if the wheels 6 ri. Each axle 15 15 has tw.
wheel-frames and the manner in which the bearings 4. In the constructii in shown
vehicles are suspended, s) that the rolling each wheel-fraine contains fur axles 15 and
stock can only become detailed on the simul 15. Or the axles 5 are fixed the electro .
20 taneous fracture of several parts of the mov intors S. Tic wheel-fraine (uld, how
able wheel-frames. At the same time the ever, he riviled with a clifferent number of
propulsion of the wheel-frames is effected by axles and wit'els it relig girl inst takes.
a comparatively small propelling force, as the To the upper frate 2 are riveted at top
running-wheels have no flanges and are con and at bi: ; in (i \vec tie wheels trough
25 structed with special elastic tires, whereby shaped steel healus 19 wi: , , pening's fir the
the detrimental friction of the wheel-fire passage (if the steel hars 2),
against the rail is prevented and thc conclus Tire lower frai; ; 13 cc stitutes a box
sions are reduced. Lastly, the electromotor siapel frare and also has openings for the
employed is of such construction that for op passage of tie lower ends of the bars 20,
3o erating the same only a cimparatively small whici are secured by screw its 21, as are
amount of electrical energy is required, so also the upper ends. The bars 2), Fir. 5,
that the weight of the motor can be kept com are so art'asret that so, e of then re' situ
paratively small.
ated near to the rail-girler, while (tiers are
The improved construction is shown on the situated farther away. 'i'ite object of this is o
35 accompanying drawings,
to render the entire systein strong and light
Figure shows a side view of the overhead as the vehicle suspended from tire low at
railway with the suspended welhi le. Fig. 2, france tei is to bed inster tie we'lan end view thereof: Fig. 3, an end view of frane, which is of an openi-li shape, so tilt
part of the wheel-frame; Fig. 4, the same tie bars neare: t: rail-girder are subject to
to inclined
view of thearrangement
wheel-frame,ofbutthewith
an altered a tensional stain, wiile those situatial far.
guide-rollers; tier away are subjected to copression. On
Fig. 5, a side view of the wheel-frame; Fig. 6, this account tile lars situated arther away
plan view of the frame carrying the Yehide; fro; a tie gifter are little of salier dialaieter
Fig. 7, a section on line CD, Fig. 6; Fig. 8, a and inclosed in steel tubes 22, which serve as ).
45 section on line AB, Fig. 6; Fig. 9, alongitu distanco-pieces and struts between the upper
dinal section of the electromotor: Fig. 10, a and lower fries. For reducing the action
ross-section of the same.
upon tie bar'20, caused by flie interal strains,
The railway rests, by means of standards 2, diagon: ties are provided sing in tie same
upon the foundation 1 and consists (; trans plane with the bars 2) anti stilject it ten to 5
5o verse bearers 3 and of longitudinal girlers 4 sional strain. In the clist 'tic till sii w is
fixed to the latter. On the upper lange of aci wheel-frame has three bars 2) and two
the girder is fixed the rail 5, Firs. 3 and 4. struts 22, caci bar ad stat being so "aleu
On the top of the rail 5 run the driving-wheels lated as to be capable of sporting the
16 and running-wheels 16 if the wheel-frame weight of the vehicle and its oil, so that the
55 and at the sides there if the hirizital or in wheel-frame can slipport a luliipic i? the ac
- 'ined ride-rollers 7, which serve to prevent tual load.
r

843,418

wheel. The electromagnets 50 are situated
within the arnature and are fixed by bolts 51
to the hearings of line driving-wheel axles.
The electronotor as tie peculiarity t. i. the
ariniature 49 has a considerally greater di
a meter than the driving-weel, so tinat tie
peripheral velocity of the lass of the arma
ture exceeds that of the driving-wicel wiren
running. The lass of the ariature can
be collaratively slal for a cer
tion shown the wheel-frame has four rollers 7 therefore
tail
propelling
power, and consequently the
and two rollers 9.
clectrolliotor
is
of
Jess weigiit tial with otier
By replacing the flanges of the will cels by
In a klition fie arnature
means of horizontal or inclined rollers 7 and constructions.
requires a less all lount of energy for propel 5
9 an arrangement is provided by leans of ling
tie veiicle in conscicnce of its greater
f 5 which the line of railway is grippel at tiree turning molent. I astly, tie tirect action
points. The possibility of derailing of the of the electronotor oil t c wineels wit: it
wheel-frame without the sini ultaicos frac transi tission-gear enables - very ection; it':
ture of several of its parts is therefore done consuliption of energy to be attailed.
away with. In addition, as already illein
y invention . .
tioned, the frictional resistance caused by the 1.claiiIn a asslipet);
ic railway - vehicle for si
ordinary langed wheels is obviated.
gle-rail
railways,
iic consisting
The suspension arrangen. ent of the vehicle of upper : it lowacitwheel-fra
fra'
es
cine:ted
is constructed as follows: On the lower france getic' by tie-bars and struts, :( as 2), to
13, Figs, 7 and 8, of the wheel-frainie is rivet of wfic tie tic-lars 20 are situated nearer22,
to t
25 ed a bearing-ring 34 with yoke-piece 35. the vertic plate passii is to gi te rail
The rings 34 ilave a circular groove 36, in and tile liticile (? tie vericle, than tie struts
which run steel balls 37. Upon the ring 3 22, so that the load on tie wheel-frac shall
lies a tur11-table 38, wiich also has a circular put a tellsion on the tie-bars and a cores
groove corresponding to the groove 36. In sion upon the struts, substantially as de
the middle of the turn-table 38 is formed an scribe, l.
opening tirough which passes the pil 39 of a 2. In a wheel-?tate for a suspended sin
screw-bolt 40 screwed into the yoke 35. gle-rail railway'-ye?icle, a turn-table such as
Froin the turn-table 38 is suspended, by 38 bearing with antifriction-balls upon a ring
means of bolts 41, a spring-frame 42, which riveted to the under frate 13 and having a
35 has at its ends box-shaped beams 43, that central opening, through which passes the
are connected to the fraine by meals of ribs in 39 of a bolt 40 ?ixed to the yoke 35
44. The spring-support of the frame 42 is Rh in one with the said ring, a box
effected by means of the helical springs 45 shapel fril:e 42 with box-shaped heal 43
and 46, which bear against the box-beat in 43 being suspended from the turn-table by
and are compressed, by means of bolts 47, Ileans of lots fro in which bean are susped
with washers 48. The upper splings 45 are el witi spring action tie suspension-rods of
made stronger than the lower regulating the carriage-body, substantially as described.
springs 46. To the side surfaces of the bean
wereo I have signed ty ) 5
43 are fixed, by means of the bolts, (not in a tie testions
to
ti
is
specification
in tie presence of
shown
on
the
drawings,)
steel
rods,
froii)
-45
two
subscribing
witnesses.
which the vehicle is directly suspended.
For the propulsion of the wheel-franies Witlesses: II PIP()YTE ROAA OFF.
electronotors are employed, as show at
N. D. Fost IN,
Figs. 9 and 10, the armature 49 of which is
N. Ts(HE No. FF.
fixed
directly
upon
the
axle
of
the
driving
so

For maintaining the equilibriuin of the
wheel-fraine upol the line of rail in tile al
sence of flanges on the w teels the tipper and
lower frames are provided with IAR roller's
7 and 9, which bear, respectively, upon the
side surfaces of the rail 5 at d of the trougti
shaped beatn 8. There may be a greater or
less number of the side rollers 7 at 9, ac
cording to circumstances. In the constric

